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Abstract

The spectral excess theorem for distance-regular graphs states that a regular
(connected) graph is distance-regular if and only if its spectral-excess equals its
average excess. A bipartite graph Γ is distance-biregular when it is distance-regular
around each vertex and the intersection array only depends on the stable set such
a vertex belongs to. In this note we derive a new version of the spectral excess
theorem for bipartite distance-biregular graphs.
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1 Introduction

The spectral excess theorem, due to Fiol and Garriga [12], states that a regular (connected)
graph Γ is distance-regular if and only if its spectral-excess (a number which can be
computed from the spectrum of Γ) equals its average excess (the mean of the numbers of
vertices at maximum distance from every vertex), see Van Dam [7], and Fiol, Gago and
Garriga [11] for short proofs.

Recently, some local as well as global approaches to that result have been used to
obtain new versions of the theorem for nonregular graphs, and also to study the problem
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of characterizing those graphs which have the corresponding distance-regularity property
(see, for instance, Dalfó, Van Dam, Fiol, Garriga, and Gorissen [6]). One of these concepts
is that of ‘pseudo-distance-regularity’ around a vertex, introduced by Fiol, Garriga, and
Yebra [14], which generalizes the known concept of distance-regularity around a vertex
and, in some cases, coincides with that of distance-biregularity, intended for bipartite
graphs.

A bipartite graph is distance-biregular when it is distance-regular around each vertex
and the intersection array only depends on the stable set such a vertex belongs to (see
Delorme [8]). In general, distance-regular and distance-biregular graphs have found many
‘applications’. Some examples are completely regular codes, symmetric designs, some
partial geometries, and some non-symmetric association schemes.

In this note we present a new version of the spectral excess theorem for bipartite
distance-biregular graphs.

2 Preliminaries

Let us first introduce some basic notation and results. For more background on graph
spectra and different concepts of distance-regularity in graphs see, for instance, [1, 2, 3, 5,
9, 14]. Let Γ = (V,E) be a (connected) graph with n = |V | vertices and diameter D. The
set of vertices at distance i from a given vertex u ∈ V is denoted by Γi(u) for i = 0, 1, . . . ,
and Ni(u) = Γ0(u) ∪ · · · ∪ Γi(u). Let ki(u) = |Γi(u)| and ki = 1

n

∑
u∈V ki(u).

If Γ has adjacency matrixA, its spectrum is denoted by sp Γ = spA = {λm0
0 , . . . , λmd

d },
where the different eigenvalues of Γ are in decreasing order, λ0 > · · · > λd, and the
superscripts stand for their multiplicities mi = m(λi). From the positive (λ0-)eigenvector
α normalized in such a way that ‖α‖2 = n, consider the weight function ρ : 2V → R+

such that ρ(U) = ρU =
∑

u∈U αueu for U 6= 0, where eu stands for the coordinate u-th
vector, and ρ(∅) = 0. In particular, ρu = ρ{u}, so that ρ assigns the number αu to vertex
u, and ρV = α.

Orthogonal polynomials

In our study we use some properties of orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable (see
Cámara, Fàbrega, Fiol and Garriga [4]). From a mesh M = {λ0, . . . , λd}, λ0 > · · · > λd,
of real numbers, and a weight function w : M → R+, normalized in such a way that
w(λ0) + · · ·+ w(λd) = 1, we consider the following scalar product in Rd[x]:

〈f, g〉 =
d∑
i=0

wif(λi)g(λi)

where, for short, wi = w(λi), i = 0, . . . , d. Then, the sequence r0, r1, . . . , rd of orthogonal
polynomials with respect to such a scalar product, with dgr pi = i, normalized in such a
way that ‖ri‖2 = ri(λ0), and their sum polynomials si = r0 + · · ·+ ri, i = 0, . . . , d, satisfy
the following properties:
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Lemma 1. (a) r0 = 1 and the constants of the three term recurrence xri = bi−1ri−1 +
airi + ci+1ri+1, where b−1 = cd+1 = 0, satisfy ai + bi + ci = λ0 for i = 0, . . . , d.

(b) rd(λ0) = 1
w0

(∑d
i=0

w0π2
0

wiπ2
i

)−1

, were πi =
∏

j 6=i |λi − λj|, i = 0, . . . , d.

(c) 1 = s0(λ0) < s1(λ0) < · · · < sd(λ0) = 1
w0

, and sd(λi) = 0 for every i 6= 0.

As the notation suggests, in our context the mesh M is constituted by the eigenval-
ues of a graph Γ, and the weight function is closely related to their (standard or local)
multiplicities. More precisely, when wi = mi

n
we have the scalar product

〈f, g〉V =
1

n
tr(f(A)g(A)) =

1

n

d∑
i=0

mif(λi)g(λi),

and the polynomials r0, . . . , rd are called the predistance polynomials. In this case, we
denote them by p0, . . . , pd, and their sums by q0, . . . , qd. Moreover, it is known that the
Hoffman polynomial H = qd, characterized by H(λ0) = n and H(λi) = 0 for i 6= 0,
satisfies H(A) = J if and only if Γ is regular (see Hoffman [16]).

A ‘local version’ of the above approach is the following. Let Ei, i = 0, 1, . . . , d, be the
(principal) idempotent of Γ. Then, for a given vertex u, the u-local multiplicity of λi is
defined as mu(λi) = (Ei)uu = ‖Eieu‖2 > 0. As was shown by Fiol, Garriga and Yebra
[14], the local multiplicities behave similarly as the (standard) multiplicities when we ‘see’
the graph from the base vertex u. Indeed,

•
∑d

i=0 mu(λi) = 1 (vs.
∑d

i=0 m(λi) = n),

•
∑

u∈V mu(λi) = m(λi),

• (A`)uu =
∑d

i=0mu(λi)λ
`
i (vs. trA` =

∑d
i=0m(λi)λ

`
i).

Then, given a vertex u with du + 1 different local eigenvalues (that is, those with
nonzero local multiplicity), the choice wi = mu(λi), i = 0, . . . , d, leads us to the scalar
product

〈f, g〉u = (f(A)g(A))uu =
d∑
i=0

mu(λi)f(λi)g(λi).

(Note that the sum has at most du+1 nonzero terms.) Then, the corresponding orthogonal
sequence r0, . . . , rdu is referred to as the u-local predistance polynomials, and they are
denoted by pu0 , . . . , p

u
du

. Notice that, by the above property of the local multiplicities,

〈f, g〉V =
1

n

∑
u∈V

〈f, g〉u.
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The bipartite case

Let Γ be a bipartite graph on n vertices, with stables sets V1 and V2, on n1 and n2 vertices,
respectively. Let Γ have diameter D, and let Di denote the maximum eccentricity of the
vertices in Vi, i = 1, 2, so that D = max{D1, D2}. As it is well known, |D1−D2| 6 1 and,
without loss of generality, we here suppose that D1 > D2. Given some integers i 6 D1

and j 6 D2, we will use the averages k1,i = 1
n1

∑
u∈V1 ki(u) and k2,j = 1

n2

∑
v∈V2 kj(v).

Recall also that the spectrum of a bipartite graph is symmetric about zero: λi = −λd−i
and mi = md−i, i = 0, 1, . . . , d. Moreover its local eigenvalues and multiplicities also share
the same property. In our context, we also have the following result.

Lemma 2. Let G be a bipartite graph with vertex bipartition V = V1∪V2. Then, the local
multiplicities satisfy:

(a)
∑

u∈V1 mu(λi) =
∑

v∈V2 mv(λi) = 1
2
m(λi), λi 6= 0,

(b1)
∑

u∈V1 mu(0) = 1
2
(n1 − n2 +m(0)),

(b2)
∑

v∈V2 mv(0) = 1
2
(n2 − n1 +m(0)).

Proof. By counting in two ways the number of closed `-walks, ` > 0, rooted at a vertex
we have that

∑
u∈V1(A

`)uu =
∑

v∈V2(A
`)vv. Then,∑

u∈V1

∑
λi 6=0

mu(λi)λ
`
i =

∑
v∈V2

∑
λi 6=0

mv(λi)λ
`
i =

1

2

∑
λi 6=0

m(λi)λ
`
i

and, hence, ∑
λi 6=0

(∑
u∈V1

mu(λi)−
m(λi)

2

)
λ`i = 0, ` = 1, 2, . . . .

Then, (a) follows since the matrix of coefficients of the obtained linear system is a nonzero
multiple of a Vandermonde matrix, and

∑
u∈V1 mu(λi) +

∑
v∈V2 mv(λi) = m(λi). To prove

(b1), we use that
∑

u∈V1
∑d

i=0mu(λi) = n1 and (a). Then,

n1 =
∑
λi 6=0

∑
u∈V1

mu(λi) +
∑
u∈V1

mu(0) =
1

2

∑
λi 6=0

m(λi) +
∑
u∈V1

mu(0)

=
1

2
(n−m(0)) +

∑
u∈V1

mu(0).

Similarly for (b2). 2

This result suggests to define the scalar products 〈f, g〉V1 and 〈f, g〉V2 , by taking the
weights w1,i = 1

n1

∑
u∈V1 mu(λi) and w2,i = 1

n2

∑
v∈V2 mv(λi), i = 0, . . . , d, respectively. In

this case, notice that

〈f, g〉V1 =
1

n1

∑
u∈V1

〈f, g〉u and 〈f, g〉V2 =
1

n2

∑
v∈V2

〈f, g〉v. (1)
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Then, by Lemma 2,

〈f, g〉V1 =
1

2n1

(∑
λi 6=0

m(λi)f(λi)g(λi) + (n1 − n2)f(0)g(0)

)

=
n

2n1

〈f, g〉V +
1

2

(
1− n2

n1

)
f(0)g(0), (2)

and similarly for 〈f, g〉V2 . The corresponding sequences of orthogonal polynomials and
their sums are denoted by pi,0, pi,1, . . . and qi,0, qi,1, . . ., i = 1, 2, respectively. The following
new result summarizes the four cases to be considered:

Lemma 3. (a) If n1 = n2, then 〈f, g〉V1 = 〈f, g〉V2 = 〈f, g〉V , and p1,i = p2,i = pi, with
pi being the predistance polynomial for i = 0, . . . , d.

(b) If d is odd, then 0 is not an eigenvalue of Γ, 〈f, g〉V1 = n
2n1
〈f, g〉V , and 〈f, g〉V1 =

n
2n2
〈f, g〉V . Then, from the normalization conditions, p1,i = 2n1

n
pi and p2,i = 2n2

n
pi,

i = 0, . . . , d.

(c) If d is even and m(0) 6= |n1 − n2|, then w1,d/2, w2,d/2 6= 0, and the expressions for
〈f, g〉V1, in (2), and 〈f, g〉V2 have d+ 1 terms.

(d) If d is even and m(0) = |n1−n2|, say m(0) = n1−n2, then w1,d/2 6= 0 but w2,d/2 = 0.
Thus, the scalar product 〈f, g〉V2 is defined on the mesh of the d nonzero eigenvalues
and, in this case, we denote the corresponding sequence of orthogonal polynomials
by p∗2,0, p

∗
2,1, . . . , p

∗
2,d−1.

3 Distance-biregular graphs

A bipartite graph Γ with stable sets V1, V2 is distance-biregular when it is distance-regular
around each vertex u and the intersection array only depends on the stable set u belongs
to. For some properties of these graphs, see Delorme [8]. An example is the subdivided
Petersen graph Ø3, obtained from the Petersen graph by inserting a vertex into each of
its edges, see Fig. 3.

In particular, every distance-biregular graph Γ is semiregular, that is, all vertices in
the same independent set have the same degree. If vertices in Vi have degree δi, i = 1, 2,
we say that Γ is (δ1, δ2)-semiregular. In this case, the normalized positive eigenvector of
Γ is α = (αn1

1 , α
n2
2 )>, where

α1 =

√
δ1 + δ2

2δ2

=

√
n

2n1

and α2 =

√
δ1 + δ2

2δ1

=

√
n

2n2

. (3)

A more general framework for studying distance-biregular graphs, which we use here,
is that of pseudo-distance-regularity, a concept introduced by Fiol, Garriga, and Yebra
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Figure 1: The graph Ø3 as an example of distance-biregular graph.

in [14]. A graph Γ is said to be pseudo-distance-regular around a vertex u ∈ V with
eccentricity ecc(u) = εu if the numbers, defined for any vertex v ∈ Γi(u),

c∗i (v) =
1

αv

∑
w∈Γi−1(u)∩Γ(v)

αw, a∗i (v) =
1

αv

∑
w∈Γi(u)∩Γ(v)

αw, b∗i (v) =
1

αv

∑
w∈Γi+1(u)∩Γ(v)

αw,

depend only on the value of i = 0, 1, . . . , εu. In this case, we denote them by c∗i , a
∗
i , and

b∗i , respectively, and they are referred to as the u-local pseudo-intersection numbers of Γ.
In the main result of this paper we use the following theorems of Fiol and Garriga

[12, 13, 10]. The first one can be considered as the spectral excess theorem for pseudo-
distance-regular graphs:

Theorem 4 ([12, 13]). Let u be a vertex of a graph Γ, with du+1 distinct local eigenvalues,
and sum of predistance polynomials quj = pu0 + · · ·+puj . Then, for any polynomial r ∈ Rj[x]
with j 6 du,

r(λ0)

‖r‖u
6

1

αu
‖ρNj(u)‖, (4)

and equality holds if and only if r = ηquj for any η ∈ R+. Moreover, equality holds with
j = du − 1 if and only if u has maximum eccentricity du and Γ is pseudo-distance-regular
around u, which is also equivalent to

pudu(A)eu =
1

αu
ρΓdu (u). (5)

A graph Γ is said to be pseudo-distance-regularized when it is pseudo-distance-regular
graph around each of its vertices. Generalizing a result of Godsil and Shawe-Taylor [15],
the author proved the following:

Theorem 5 ([10]). Every pseudo-distance-regularized graph Γ is either distance-regular
or distance-biregular.
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The spectral excess theorem for distance-biregular graphs

Now we are ready to prove the main result of the paper. As compared to Theorem
4, the benefit of our result is that it gives necessary and sufficient condition for having
distance-biregularity involving at most two conditions (instead of as many conditions as
vertices).

Theorem 6. Let Γ be a bipartite (δ1, δ2)-regular on n1 + n2 vertices, n1 > n2, and with
d + 1 distinct eigenvalues. Let Γ have average numbers kd, k1,d, k2,d, k2,d−1, and highest
degree polynomials pd, p1,d, p2,d, p

∗
2,d−1 defined as above. Then, Γ is distance-biregular if

and only if one of the following conditions holds:

(a) d is odd or n1 = n2, and kd = pd(λ0).

(b) d is even, m(0) 6= n1 − n2, and k1,d = p1,d(λ0), k2,d = p2,d(λ0).

(c) d is even, m(0) = n1 − n2, and k1,d = p1,d(λ0), k2,d−1 = n1

n2
p∗2,d−1(λ0).

Proof. Necessity is easy to prove by using the known vector characterizations of distance-
regularity in terms of the (pre)distance polynomials. For instance, in case (b), if Γ is
distance-biregular, we have that pudu = p1,d for every u ∈ V1, and (5) reads p1,d(A)eu =
(1/αu)ρΓd(u). Then, computing the scalar product of both terms by α yields p1,d(λ0) =
kd(u) and the result follows.

Now, let us prove sufficiency. First we prove (b): Notice that that, with r = q1,d−1,
the inequality (4) can be written as

α2
uq1,d−1(λ0)2

‖ρNd−1(u)‖2
6 ‖q1,d−1‖2

u. (6)

Indeed, if du = d the result is obvious, whereas if du < d, then qd−1 = r ∈ Rdu [x]. Here
equality must be understood in the quotient ring R[x]/I, where I is the ideal generated
by the polynomial with zeros the du + 1 eigenvalues having non-null u-local multiplicity.
Thus, ‖ρNj(u)‖ 6 ‖ρNd−1(u)‖, where j = deg r, and the inequality in (4) still holds.

Now, by taking the average over all vertices of V1, we have

q1,d−1(λ0)2

n1

∑
u∈V1

α2
u

‖ρNd−1(u)‖2
6

1

n1

∑
u∈V

‖q1,d−1‖2
u = ‖q1,d−1‖2

V1
= q1,d−1(λ0),

where we used (1). Consequently,

q1,d−1(λ0) 6
n1∑

u∈V1
α2
u

‖ρNd−1(u)
‖2

=
2n1

n
hd−1, (7)

since α2
u = α2

1 = n/2n1, and where hd−1 stands for the harmonic mean of the numbers
‖ρNd−1(u)‖2 = ‖ρV ‖2 − ‖ρΓd(u)‖2 = n− ‖ρΓd(u)‖2. Furthermore, since the harmonic mean

is at most the arithmetic mean, and d is even (so that ‖ρΓd(u)‖2 = α2
1kd(u)),

2n1

n
hd−1 6

2n1

n

1

n1

∑
u∈V1

(n− ‖ρΓd(u)‖2) =
2

n

(
nn1 −

n

2n1

∑
u∈V1

kd(u)

)
= 2n1 − k1,d.
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This, together with q1,d−1(λ0) = q1,d(λ0) − p1,d(λ0) = 2n1 − p1,d(λ0) (recall that in the
scalar product 〈·, ·〉V1 we have w0 = 1/2n1), gives

p1,d(λ0) > k1,d. (8)

Then, in case of equality all inequalities in (6) must be also equalities and, from Theorem 4,
Γ is pseudo-distance-regular around each vertex u ∈ V1. In the same way, we prove
that, if p2,d(λ0) = k2,d, then Γ is pseudo-distance-regular around each vertex v ∈ V2.
Consequently, Γ is a pseudo-distance-regularized graph and, by Theorem 5, it is also
distance-biregular.

(a) If n1 = n2, then Γ is regular and the result is just the spectral excess theorem for
distance-regular graphs. Let us see that the same holds when d is odd. By Lemma 3(b),
p1,d and p2,d are multiples of the predistance polynomial pd. Then, reasoning as in the
proof of case (b) we have that Γ is distance-biregular if the following conditions hold

n1

n2

k1,d = p1,d(λ0) =
2n1

n
pd(λ0), (9)

n2

n1

k2,d = p2,d(λ0) =
2n2

n
pd(λ0). (10)

But Delorme [8, Propo. 5] proved that, if Γ is such a graph and d is odd, then Γ is regular.
Hence n1 = n2, k1,d = k2,d = kd, and we have again the spectral excess theorem.

The proof of (c) is also analogous to that of (b), but using the scalar products and
predistance polynomials of Lemma 3(d). 2

Observations

We end the paper with some comments concerning the above result.

• In fact, in case (a) and when d is odd, anyone of the conditions (9) or (10) suffices
for assuring distance-regularity since, by counting in two ways the number of pairs
of vertices at distance d, we have that n1k1,d = n2k2,d. In other words, in this
case, the distance-regularity around the vertices of one stable set implies the global
distance-regularity and, in particular, the spectral excess theorem can be stated by
saying that either pd(λ0) = k1,d or pd(λ0) = k2,d.

• Notice that, in cases (a) and (b) the diameters of Γ turn to be D = D1 = D2 = d,
whereas in case (c) we have D = D1 = d and D2 = d−1. As an example of the latter
we have again the subdivided Petersen graph of Fig. 3, with n1 = 15, n2 = 10, and

spectrum {
√

6
1
, 25, 14, 05,−14,−25,−

√
6

1}. The orthogonal polynomials of such a
graph, and its relevant values of Theorem 6 are:

p1,0(x) = 1, p∗2,0(x) = 1,

p1,1(x) =
√

6
2
x, p∗2,1(x) =

√
6

3
x,

p1,2(x) = x2 − 2 p∗2,2(x) = x2 − 3,
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p1,3(x) =
√

6
2

(x3 − 4x), p∗2,3(x) =
√

6
3

(x3 − 4x),

p1,4(x) = x4 − 5x2 + 2, p∗2,4(x) = x4 − 6x2 − 6,

p1,5(x) =
√

6
4

(x5 − 7x3 + 10x), p∗2,5(x) =
√

6
6

(x5 − 7x3 + 10x),

p1,6(x) = 1
4
x6 − 9

4
x4 + 5x2 − 1, n1

n2
p∗2,5(λ0) = k1,5 = 6,

p1,6(λ0) = k1,6 = 2.

• By using Lemma 1(b) we can give explicit formulae for the values of the predistance
polynomials at λ0 appeared in Theorem 6. For instance, in case (c),

p1,d(λ0) = n1

(∑d/2−1
i=0

π2
0

m(λi)π2
i

+
π2
0

2[n1−n2+m(0)]π2
d/2

)−1

,

p∗2,d−1(λ0) = n2

(∑d/2−1
i=0

π2
0

m(λi)π2
i

)−1

,

where the moment-like parameters π′is are defined as before on the meshes M =
{λ0, . . . , λd} or M∗ =M\ {0}.

• Since the conclusions in (b) and (c) are derived from two inequalities, we can add
up the corresponding equalities to give only one condition, as in (a), and the result
still holds. For instance, the condition in case (b) can be

k1,d + k2,d = (p1,d + p2,d)(λ0).

Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank the anonymous reviewer for helpful
comments and corrections on a first version of this paper.
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